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CLASSIC MERLIN

I am a metal-detecting enthusiast. The best time for me to
hit the beach is at low tide.
What conditions cause the lowest tides?
James McLaughlin
Edison, New Jersey

FROM A 2010 ISSUE OF STARDATE

The same ones that cause
the highest tides.
More detail, you say? Very
well. It involves one of Merlin's favorite words: syzygy.
The tides are caused by
the gravitational pull of the
Moon and Sun. The side of
Earth that faces the Sun or
Moon feels a slightly stronger
pull than the opposite side,
which is farther away from
the tugging body. This differential pull creates bulges of
ocean water on opposite sides
of the planet. As Earth rotates on its axis, these bulges
sweep into the land masses.
The bulges create high tides,
while the troughs between
them create low tides.
When Earth, Moon, and
Sun align at new Moon and
full Moon (such an alignment is known as syzygy), the
gravity of the Moon and Sun
pull along the same line. That
creates larger bulges in the
oceans, which creates higher
and lower tides.
The highest and lowest
lunar tides occur when the
new or full Moon is closest
to Earth, when the Moon's
gravitational influence is
strongest. And the highest
and lowest solar tides occur
when Earth is closest to the
Sun, in early January. So the
highest and lowest tides of all
occur when there's an especially close new or full Moon
in early January.
Such an alignment happens
no more than once a year, so

Dear Merlin,
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When we calculate the distance to an early universe object, why can't we look in the
opposite direction and calculate
the diameter of the universe?

John Jorgenson
Clintonville, Wisconsin

Merlin suggests watching for
stories about a Super Moon,
when the full Moon is especially close by.

Dear Merlin,
What's on the other side of a
black hole? Also, can light travel
in a black hole?
Ben Micek
Omaha, Nebraska
If you go around a black
hole, you'll find lots of stars
and galaxies and other celestial goodies on the other side.
If, however, you want to use
a black hole as a portal, then
Merlin has some bad news
for you. There probably is no
other side. You enter, you get
crushed by gravity, you fall to
the center of the black hole,
and that's that.
Over the decades, some
have suggested that black
holes could serve as portals to
other places and times. This
would require objects that are
the opposite of black holes
- objects where matter is
rushing out into space from
nowhere. So far, though, no
one has seen any evidence of
such an object.

Theoretical objects known
as wormholes might serve as
portals, allowing matter to
enter at one end and come
out far, far away. Unfortunately, the physics says that
unless you prop it open with
an exotic form of matter, a
wormhole will collapse the instant anything enters.
Light can travel inside a
black hole, but it's a one-way
trip. Once a particle of light
crosses the black hole's "surface," known as the event
horizon, it can move toward
the center of the black hole
(perhaps circling around it
many times), but it can never
move back toward the event
horizon.
So as far as anyone knows
right now, any trip into a
black hole is a one-way ride
to neverland.

It certainly seems like
it should work that way,
doesn't it? Alas, it does not.
Basically, no matter where
you are in the universe, you
see the same distance in any
direction: about 13.8 billion
light-years. That's because
the Big Bang in which the
universe was born took place
about 13.8 billion years ago.
Since nothing can exceed the
speed of light, you can't see
any farther than 13.8 billion
light-years. In other words,
that distance is our "horizon"
on the universe, and we can't
see over the horizon.
Yet the universe is constantly expanding. Astronomers see the earliest galaxies
as they looked about 13 billion years ago. Since the time
when those galaxies emitted
the light that astronomers
now detect, though, space itself has expanded, so the galaxies are now about 48 billion
light-years away.
All of this means that the
universe is far more vast than
anyone can ever see, no matter where they are.
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Modern astronomers use a variety of
tools to study the Sun from the ground
and from space, and in a variety of
wavelengths. They study the various
layers of the Sun's atmosphere, from the
Sun's visible surface (the photosphere),

through the chromosphere above it, and
finally into the Sun's outermost layer,
the corona.
Today's tools provide a closer, better
look at the Sun, bringing a new understanding of sunspots, solar eruptions, and
magnetic activity cycles that can sometimes affect Earth.
asyl Yurchyshyn makes high-resolution images of sunspots with
the New Solar Telescope (NST)
at Big Bear Solar Observatory. Owned by
the New Jersey Institute of Technology,
where Yurchyshyn is a professor, it's located at the tip of a peninsula jutting into
Big Bear Lake in California. The watery
location provides a stable atmosphere
above the observatory's telescopes, providing sharper views of the Sun.
Earlier this year, Yurchyshyn pre-

sented the first detailed views of the
centers of sunspots at the Triennial
Earth-Sun Summit in Indianapolis.
The images show jets of glowing plas-

ma that have broken through the

6
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plane of the slightly cooler sunspot.
NST was the largest solar telescope
of its type in the world when it came
online in 2009. Its 63-inch (1.6-meter)
mirror, coupled with an adaptive-optics
system that corrects for the blurring effects of Earth's atmosphere, account for
Yurchyshyn's
superb images of these
dark magnetic storms. NST can resolve
features on the Sun's surface roughly 30

miles (50 km) across.
"The improvement of image quality is
tremendous," says Yurchyshyn. "That's

what really helped us to catch all those
little details."
To make his detailed views, Yurchyshyn
snaps a burst of up to 75 images, each
with an exposure time of about 1 millisecond, to try to freeze the action on
the Sun's roiling surface. Once he has a
series of images fast enough to freeze the
motion, Yurchyshyn adds them together
and processes them into a single, clear
view using a technique called speckle
reconstruction.
His images show jets of glowing plasma
soaring above the photosphere the
Sun's visible surface and then falling back. Within sunspots, Yurchyshyn's
images show filaments of plasma brighter than their surroundings that radiate
through the sunspot's edges - the pen-

umbra - and point toward the center of
the sunspot, the umbra.
Even more intriguing, Yurchyshyn's

images also show bright dots inside the
umbrae. These are jets of plasma shooting
higher into the atmosphere. Yurchyshyn

likens the bright umbral dots to the side
vents of a volcano, where lava may escape under pressure.
aiman Wang is a colleague of

Yurchyshyn's at New Jersey Tech
who also uses NST to study the
mysteries of the Sun. Wang studies a phenomenon related to eruptions of plasma
from the Sun's surface. Some of these
eruptions are severe enough to affect
Earth they can knock out satellites
in orbit, zap high-latitude airliners with
large doses of radiation, block some radio
transmissions, and black out power grids
in cities or entire regions. Collectively,
solar activity that affects Earth and its
environment is called space weather.
Solar eruptions can be caused by flux
ropes, which are bundles of magnetic fields that rotate and twist together
around a common axis. Wang wants to
understand how they form. "People are
already using corona observations, like
from ultraviolet or X-ray, to see the flux
loops in the corona," Wang says. The

corona is the outermost layer of the Sun's
atmosphere, and is most easily visible
during a solar eclipse, forming glowing

tendrils around the blacked-out body of
the Sun. The corona is also the hottest
region of the Sun's atmosphere, with
temperatures topping more than one mil-

lion degrees.
Wang made high-resolution images of
flux ropes in a part of the Sun where these
structures had not been studied before.
"Our contribution is we can see flux loops
in high-resolution in the chromosphere,"
which lies below the corona but above
the Sun's visible surface.
Wang observed a flux rope that mea-
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bigger than Earth. In a paper published
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those that burst through all

the surrounding magnetic fields and blast
material into space.
"One of the exciting things about these
images is that we can now distinguish between mild twists [in flux ropes] and those
severe enough to cause space weather,"
Wang says of his observations.
Conventional wisdom says that flux
ropes are driven by motions in the Sun's

X
a

ture of the atmosphere rises quickly to
about 900,000 degrees.
Once you exit the transition region, it
gets even hotter. Now you're in r-e Sin's
corona, and the temperature soas -p to
between 1.8 million and 5.4 million degrees Fahrenheit. Why?

James Klimchuk, an astrophysicist at
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center,
presented evidence for one candidate
explanation earlier this year at the EarthSun Summit: nanoflares - small bursts
of particles and energy that produce just

photosphere, which marks the Sun's vis-

one-billionth of the energy

ible surface. Wang says he is still investigating whether flux ropes extend into the
photosphere.

solar flare.

Other

scientists are narrowing in

on a solution to a long-time mystery about the Sun's corona: Why

is it so hot?
The temperature of the plasma at the
Sun's surface the photosphere is

about 10,000 degrees Fahrenheit. At the
bottom of the chromosphere, the temperature drops to about 6,700 degrees. Keep
going up to the top of the chromosphere,
though, and the temperature climbs to
14,000 degrees. And if you keep ascending, something strange happens. Above
the chromosphere, you enter a transition
region that's about 60 miles (100 km)
thick. Within this region, the tempera-

of a regular

Y

x

Top: Big Bear Solar Observatory is located
on California's Big Bear Lake. Bottom from
left: Vasyl Yurchyshyn used the New Solar
Telescope to capture this detailed view of
a sunspot; Haiman Wang's team used the
telescope to catch this view of a flux rope; a
computer model shows the rope's structure.
magnetic field lines can snap away from
each other and release magnetic energy.

... You can have a field line which was
going to its own south pole, instead go to
the south pole of the other magnet."
What separates nanoflares from regular
flares is that they apparently arise out

Klimchuck says that alt-ouh :heir

of the small-scale motions of the solar

exact cause is "open to some debate,"
astronomers know that millions of nanoflares are exploding on the Sun's sace
every second. Each one cculd pack the
explosive power of a 10-megaton ydro-

convection - the "boiling" motions in
the Sun's outer layer. "For regular flares,
there's a more large-scale organized motion," says Klimchuk, "which in part is

gen bomb. Klimchuck argues tha: c lectively, these nanoflares heat :ie corona.
The theory is that heat energy i released into the corona through "magnetic
reconnection." Magnetic field Ines run

between a north pole and a sou:h pole
in the solar plasma, and charged Erzt~:les
flow along these lines. "X"hen reconnection happens, you have two rmagnetic
field lines that are close together and they
basically break and reconnect with different partners," he explains. "That :hen
produces a situation were those new

related to things like differential rotation," in which different latitudes of the
Sun rotate at different speeds.
"I would like to devote more time
and I've been doing that recently - to
understanding the actual physical mechanism," says Klimchuk. "I prefer this idea
that it involves magnetic reconnection,
so I'm devoting my time to understanding precisely how reconnection works, as
are many people. It's a very complicated
process.
When two magnetic fields of opposite
direction get close together, the plasma
-

earlier this year in Nature Communications, Wang divided flux-loop eruptions
into three categories: those that slowly
dissipate their energy by simply unwinding or by other means, eruptions that are
contained by the other magnetic fields in
the Sun's atmosphere, and - most vio-
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flowing along them can form a sheet of
current, according to physicist Dale Gary.
director of Big Bear Solar Observatory.
That current sheet can rupture. "When
you disrupt a current, it starts releasing
energy, essentially," he says. "The magnetic field then reconfigures into a lower
energy state, and it's that difference in
energy that comes out ir accelerated par-

ticles and heating and motion."
Exactly what happens in a solar flare
is still "a little mysterious," he says. "We
know that the energy is there, and the
interruption of the current is releasing
the energy. Right now our best guess is
that you end up with two jets. One goes

upward and one goes downward. The

downward one powers particles to hit the
surface [of the Sun] and causes it to get
bright, and that's what we see as a flare,
but the upward one can spew particles
out into interplanetary space, and those
particles can find their way to Earth."
In some solar flares, the energy of the
explosion is contained by the Sun's magnetic fields. In other flares, the magnetic
fields actually escape the Sun, according
to Gary. "They rise up and can disconnect from the Sun and move out into
interplanetary space, and any particles
that were accelerated and released in
that structure go with it. ... That's called
a coronal mass ejection."

Gary spends much of _ais time looking
at the corona in radio waves. He is espe-

cially interested in how the San produces
high-energy particles. "Thecry-wise, it's

very difficult to understand how that can
happen," he says.
He also is attempting to map magnetic
fields in the corona using the Owens Valley Solar Array in California. "One thing
it's very useful with, then, is that you can

1990

1995

2000

205

2010

relate the emission you see to the magnetic field strength, not in the surface,
where most measurements are made, but
actually in the corona. We're in the process of trying to create coronal magnetograms, which are essentially maps of the

exactly where meteorology was 60 years

magnetic field at some height above the

ago, before we could look down on the

[Sun's] surface."

Earth and see that storms are connected
to global-scale phenomena. And by un-

Sunspots,

flux ropes, and flares are
examples of effects of short-term
turbulent magnetic fields on the

Scott Mclnstosh studied the distribution of
solar flares (above), sunspots, and other
phenomena in his discovery of a new solar
climate cycle.

derstanding the global-scale phenomena,
we get a better insight nto storm prediction. So we're trying to build that analogy

Sun, but there are also long-term magnetic phenomena. Astronomers have been
counting the number of sunspots and
keeping records since the 1750s. They
have detected the now-familiar 11-year
cycles between peaks in sunspot activity. Each 11-year cycle is associated with

for the Sun."

a band of magnetic fields aligned with
a specific polarity, followed by another
band of magnetic fields with the opposite

coronal mass ejections.
Solar astronomers will continue churning and twisting over various ideas about
how the Sun works. In the future, they
may be able to accurately forecast the
Sun's behavior to help scientists and engineers better protect Earth's infrastructure from the fury of the Sun.

polarity. These bands of magnetic material arise at latitudes of about 35 to 45

degrees north and south, and gradually
migrate toward the solar equator.
Scott McIntosh thinks he has detected
a more subtle cycle in the global magnetic fluctuations of the Sun McIntosh is director of the High Altitude Observatory
of the National Center for Atmospheric
Research in Boulder, and lead author of a
paper in the April 7 Nat-Are Communications. "The bands themselves appear to
exhibit shorter-term variabilities," says
McIntosh. "In this case, 330 days is the
peak of the period, and s: it's like an in-

stability on the band itself."
McIntosh would like to develop a theory of global-scale meteorology on the
Sun similar to what meteorologists have
developed for Earth, with analogs to phenomena like Earth's jetstream. "This is

The 330-day cycle is an important
driver of space weather and should be
given more attention. McIntosh says.
He thinks it could possibly play a role in
phenomena such as the Sun's :otal energy

output, the solar wind, solar flares, and

Allen Zeyher is a freelance writer located in
the Chicago area.

INTERNET

Big Bear Solar Observatory
bbso.njit.edu
High Altitude Observatory
www2.hao.ucar.edL
Sun-Earth at NASA

rasa.gov/missionpages/sunearth
Space Weather
soaceweather.com
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before
putting on a show
dawn.
enus and
AfterMars
dark, are
winter's familiar constellations
are wheeling into view. We welcome back Taurus and
Orion, the bull and the hunter, as well as the nearby
star clusters the Pleiades and Hyades. Catch the
Winter Triangle tipping over to usher in a new year.

7th. Think photo opportunity!
Use your longest lens or highest
true zoom, and get some nice
scenery into the foreground.
Thereafter, Jupiter and Venus
continue pulling apart, with
Mars between them.

NOVEMBER 1 - 15

NOVEMBER 10 - 30

V

No bright planets grace the
evening sky this November. Instead, as twilight fades and the
stars begin coming out, face
north and look almost straight
up. There you'll find the bright
star Deneb, the tail of Cygnus,
the swan. Deneb is also the
head of the Northern Cross,
still lingering practically where
it has been ever since the end
of summer. Since those warm
evenings, the increasingly early
sunsets almost have been cancelling out the seasonal westward turning of the constellations.
Look to the west of Deneb
for brighter Vega, still lingering

near the zenith at dusk, but

However, the best sky show
now is happening before dawn.
Brilliant Venus and Jupiter had
a beautiful close conjunction in
the eastern dawn on October
25 and 26, with fainter Mars
just below them. As November
begins, Venus and Jupiter are
still close together (separated by
5 degrees, with Jupiter on top).
Now it's Mars' turn to have a
close conjunction with Venus.
The two appear less than one
degree apart on the mornings
of November 2 and 3 and stay
fairly close together through
mid-month.
The waning crescent Moon
joins up with Jupiter on the
morning of the 6th and with
the Venus-Mars pair on the

starting its long western arc of
descent over the next several
hours. And if you look for it
at the same time each night,
you'll see that it's also descending over the coming months.
Next, look for Altair, shining less high toward the southwest, farther from Vega than is
Deneb. Altair is brighter than
Deneb but fainter than Vega.
Together these three bright
stars make up the Summer Triangle, still visible this far out of
season.
Turn around to face northeast and you'll see Capella, Vega's match for brightness. Capella travels a long arc upward
through the eastern sky to
pass the zenith around 2 a.m.
And it's beginning a long trek
through the seasons to shine
near the zenith at nightfall in
late February.

10
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New sights are always appearing low in the east as the
seasons advance, but with
special drama in late fall and
early winter. A great parade of
bright winter constellations is
about to burst onto the nighttime scene.
Bright Capella leads them in
the northeast. Look to Capella's right by about three fists
at arm's length for the little
Pleiades cluster. The Pleiades
is like nothing else in the sky
- a compact swarm of stars
no bigger than your fingertip
at arm's length. Its six brightest members form a tiny dipper
shape. With fairly sharp eyes
on a fairly dark night, you may

see eight of its stars. Binoculars
reveal dozens, and a telescope
shows about 100.
All of them are young, as
stars go. They're about 100 million years old, hardly more than
two percent of the 4.6-billionyear age of the Sun and Earth.
The cluster is 440 light-years
distant and about a dozen lightyears wide.
Below the Pleiades, look for
fire-colored Aldebaran, the eye
of Taurus, the bull, twinkling
balefully. Aldebaran shines near
the edge of Taurus' other great
star cluster: the larger, looser,
dimmer Hyades. Together with
Aldebaran, the brightest stars
of the Hyades form a V that's
currently lying on its side, with
its point to the right and Aldebaran marking its lower tip on
the left. Despite appearances,
Aldebaran has nothing to do
with the Hyades. It's 65 lightyears away, while the Hyades is
far in the background, centered
at 153 light-years.
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Dim Uranus and Neptune, inaccessible without binoculars
or a telescope, haunt the southern evening sky in Pisces and
Aquarius, respectively.
The pre-dawn planet show
blazes on. As dawn's first glimmer begins in the east, Jupiter
glares brightly up high. Venus,
to Jupiter's lower left, shines

directly under the belt, whether
above the horizon yet or not.
This entire winter panop
rises into view a half hour earl
er each week. By New Year's,i
will be in view after dinnertime
and by February all of it will I
high and bold at nightfall.
And in the dawn? Set you.
alarm to get up an hour o

even brighter. Little Mars is be-

more

tween them, looking small and
faint because it's still on the far
side of the Sun from us. In the
second half of November, Mars
pulls up and away from Venus,
toward Jupiter. But by month's
end it's still not quite halfway
there.
Look up high for Regulus, to
the upper right of Jupiter, and
for Spica below or to the left of
Venus.

morning of December 7. Loc
southeast: Venus and the crest
cent Moon will be striking
dramatic pose there together
To their upper right, you'll fir
Spica and Mars. Bright Jupite
looks down on all of them front
the upper right.

before

sunrise

Look above Capella in th
northeast, by a couple of fis

widths, for the collection

DECEMBER 1 - 15
In this darkest month of the
year, the brightest starry drama
plays out in the eastern sky.
Capella and the Pleiades
now shine fairly high in the
northeast and east, respectively.
Along with Aldebaran below
the Pleiades, they are the harbingers of brighter winter glories to come.
By about 7 or 8 p.m. Orion,
brightest of all the constellations, rises into view below Al-

debaran. Look to Orion's left,
below Capella, for the rise of
Gemini. The head stars of the
Gemini twins, Pollux and Castor, shine one over the other
(Castor is on top). Gemini's
fainter stars scatter to the right,

toward Orion.
Later in the night, by roughly
9 or so, Procyon rises far to the
lower right of Castor and Pollux, almost due east. Sirius, the
brightest star of all, rises below
Orion in the east-southeast.
Orion tells where to watch for
that event. In Orion's middle is
the conspicuous row of three
stars forming Orion's Belt, currently almost vertical. It always
points nearly to Sirius, about
two fist-widths at arm's length
away. Sirius is currently almost

<

stars forming the constellation
Perseus. Cassiopeia, whose fiv
principal stars form a flattened
M shape, is a similar distance
Perseus' upper left. Cassiopea
is standing on end as the sta]
come out. By 7 or 8 p.m. the N
is perfectly level and very hig
due north for skywatchers ii
the northern U.S. For those far
ther south, this occurs around
1 a.m.
This is the time of year whet
Orion really comes into his own
Look for him striding diagonal
ly upward in the east-southeas
after dinnertime. His brightest
stars form a four-sided figure
with his three-star belt in tT
middle. Although the belt is al
most vertical during evenin
at this time of year, it will turf
horizontal when Orion is in the

b
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The Shower

which rises in the wee hours of the morning.

can produce some especially bright meteors,

Its most prominent star, Regulus, stands at
the bottom of a pattern of stars that looks
like a backward question mark.
Peak

on th

DECEMBER 16 - 31

The Shower
Leonids
Named for the constellation Leo, the lion,

although its peak viewing time is shorter
than that of some other showers.

Peak
Nights of December 13, 14

Night of November 11

Notes
The crescent Moon sets in early evening,

Notes
The Moon sets well before midnight, so it
won't interfere with the shower, which is best
in the hours before dawn on November 18.
western sky in early spring.
Bright orange Betelgeuse and
weaker Bellatrix are Orion's
shoulders. Betelgeuse is a fistwidth to the left of Orion's Belt,
and Bellatrix is closer to Betelgeuse's upper right.
Bright Rigel and weaker
Saiph are Orion's feet, the former a fist-width to the Belt's
right and the latter to its lower
left.
At month's end, Sirius rises
below Orion in mid-evening,
when the M of Cassiopeia is
horizontal high in the north.
Sirius will take additional time
to hoist itself above any buildings or trees on your eastsoutheast horizon.
When I was young, I made
a Christmas ritual every year
of saying hello to Sirius rising
through the bare trees. Part
of its appeal was that, when
it's still twinkling low, it flashes
colors as seen in binoculars and
sometimes even to the unaided
eye. All stars twinkle strongly

11:47 am

12:27

4:29

9:141

pm

Geminids
Named for Gemini, the twins. This shower

leaving dark skies for the shower.

when near the horizon, and
the different colors making up
white light tend to twinkle out
of step with each other. But this
effect is most obvious for Sirius
because it's the brightest star in
the night.
On New Year's Eve, after the
midnight noise and celebration, I would step outside into
the silent winter night. Do it
yourself. Look south. Sirius is
now shining there at its highest. It's the bottom point of the
Winter Triangle, bright and
equilateral. The Triangle's top
left corner is Procyon. Its top
right corner is orange Betel-

geuse in Orion.
At the midnight turning of
the year, the Winter Triangle
stands balanced on Sirius,

about to tip from left to right
as if to symbolize this tipping
point from the old year to the
new.

Alaii MacRobert is a senior editor
of Sky & Telescope magazine.

Moon phase times are for the Central Time Zone.
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It's All Relative
By 1915, Albert Einstein was already one of the world's leading
scientists. In November of that year, however, he cemented his
fame when he completed his theory of gravity, known as general
relativity. He presented his equations in a series of four weekly
lectures to the Prussian Academy of Sciences, ending on November
25. To celebrate its centennial, we present a few baubles about
Einstein's famous theory, and some resources for further exploration.
Einstein's special theory of relativity, published in
1905, dealt with the effects of motion. Among other
things, it demonstrated that time moves at different
rates for clocks moving at different speeds. Einstein
could not yet incorporate the effects of gravity into
his theory, though.
In a famous thought problem, Einstein realized that
the effects of acceleration are identical to those
of gravity. This equivalence principle helped him
develop his theory of gravity, general relativity.

General relativity says that gravity is not a force
that pulls objects together, as described by Isaac
Newton, but a warp in space-time caused by the
presence of matter. A greater mass in a smaller
volume creates a stronger warp.

1

General relativity predicts such bizarre objects as
black holes. They are so dense and massive that
they create an infinite curvature in space-time, preventing anything that falls into them from escaping.
General relativity has withstood every test. It cor-

Einstein won the 1922 Nobel Prize for physics. It
was not for relativity, though. Instead, it was for
his discovery of the photoelectric effect, which
describes how a sheet of metal can emit electrons.

rectly predicted a small change in Mercury's orbit,
for example. It also predicted that a massive object
would deflect the path of a light beam, which was
confirmed during a total solar eclipse in 1919,
transforming Einstein into a celebrity.
The atomic clocks aboard GPS satellites are corrected to account for the effects of special relativity
(the satellites' motion) and general relativity (the
satellites feel a weaker gravitational pull from
Earth). Without those adjustments, the system
would fail within hours.

From top: The Einstein Cross is a gravitational (ens; Albert En;stei, iVLcmau aw vatory
helped test relativity by firing laser beams at the Moon; a black hole pulls gas from a
companion star, surroundingitself with a disk c, hot gas.
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by Damond Benningfield and Rebecca Johnson

There's a Blg

Gui Asito Qustiofn$?
McDonald
Observatory
has lGunched
the Ask
an Astronomer service online. Two cozen professors,
researchers, and graduate
students from The University of Texas at Austin will
answer your cosmic ques-

tions on everything from
our solar system to planet
hunting to galaxies and cosmology.
Questions should be specific. For example, rather
than "Tell us everything you
know about black holes,"

tor
Thai
W

they suggest something like
"Why do stars turn into

black holes?"
The team will provide an
answer in one to two weeks
via email. Selected questions
and answers will be posted
at the site anonymously.

ant to see behind the scenes at
NASA? Check out the agency's
clearinghouse webpage to find a
blog that interests you - there are
more than 20 to choose from. They

askanastronomer.org

run the gamut from specific missions,
to technology, to blogs for educators.
Some of the mission blogs include
New Horizons Mission to Pluto, the
International Space Station, and Earth
Observatory. On the technology side,

blogs include Rocketology: NASA's
Space Launch System, Intelligent
Robotics Group, and Orion (the
agency's future vehicle for human

spaceflight).

a

blogs.nasa.gov
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Measure Sky Darkness
with Your Smartphone

.
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almdale

to
for astronomy enthusiasts
a new way
help promote
awareness of dark skies: tracking
light pollution with a smartphone. Through the end
of the year. iPhone users can download a free app
called Dark Sky Meter. The downloads are supported
by the International Astronomical Union as part of
the 2015 International Year of Light.
Dark Sky Meter allows users to take measurements of their night sky quality, providing instant
information. It also uploads the sky quality measurements to a global map, crowdsourcing the data
to provide organizers with a picture of sky quality
around the world. The mapping project is run by the
international Globe at Night project.
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THE HEAVENS
THROUGH A PINHOLE
Europe's great cathedrals once performed
cutting-edge astronomy, helping to reveal
the workings of the solar system

It

brass line which crosses the magnificent marble floor in the
looks like a set from "The Da Vinci Code," yet the inlaid
Cathedral of San Petronio in Bologna, Italy, is a scientific
instrument. It traces a meridian, a line of longitude encircling Earth. And above it, high in the church's steeple, a precisely
shaped opening allows rays of sunshine to fall on this line to allow
exacting measurements.
This is a surprising chapter in the history of astronomy, in
which the great cathedrals of Europe were used as solar observatories. This centuries-long practice brought some of the top
scientists of the Renaissance together with Church leaders, their
sometime adversaries regarding humanity's understanding of the
heavens. Their collaboration in the cathedrals would help reveal
the workings of the solar system.
The need for a more reliable calendar prompted this collaboration. Specifically, the Church needed a better way to establish
dates for floating religious holidays like Easter, which was set
each year only after astronomers calculated the precise moment
of the spring equinox.

BY NICK D'ALTO
For 16 centuries,

the western

world used the Julian calendar,

which was established by Julius
Caesar in 45 BC. It set the spring
equinox on March 25, and the

length of a year to 365.25 days (by
adding a "leap day" every fourth
year). The Julian year is a bit longer than the time it takes Earth

to complete one full orbit around
the Sun, though, which caused
small errors to accumulate over
the centuries. By 1575, the date

of the spring equinox had drifted
to March 11. To correct this error,
Pope Gregory XIII ordered that

the calendar be reformed.
Perhaps the most imaginative
response to this order came from
Egnazio Danti, a cosmologist employed by Florence's powerful
Medici family. Danti realized that

cathedrals

could become astro-

nomical instruments. He proposed

that a small hole should be bored

high in the wall of a south-facing
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Opposite page: This 1695 engraving
shows the second, improved meridian
line inset into the floor of Bologna's
San Petronio Cathedral (left) after
designs by astronomer Giovanni
Cassini. The paths of sunbeams
passing through the pinhole aperture
90 feet above the cathedral floor at
different times are also shown.
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steeple. At midday, this hole would
admit a pencil-thin ray of sunlight into

the church. This sunbeam would fall
onto a north-south line carefully inscribed in the church's floor. This system
works because anywhere on Earth, the
Sun always reaches its highest point in
the sky (that is, crosses the meridian) at
exactly local noon. Thus, times before
noon are called ante meridiem (a.m.),
and after-noon hours are denoted post
meridiem (p.m.).
In Danti's system, the pencil of sun-

light would also travel up and down
the meridian line as the Sun's noon
angle varied throughout the year, from
the steep rays of summer, through the
glancing light of winter, and back again.

Huge in scale and darkened within, the
grand cathedrals presented ideal conditions to observe this process, allowing
them to become precise solar calendars

as Church fathers desired.
Building on earlier efforts by mathematician Paolo Toscanelli, who had in-

stalled a Sun-based marker in the dome
of Florence's Duomo, Danti erected his
system in one of the city's other cathedrals, Santa Maria Novella, in 1575.
Soon after, he did the same at Bologna's

Cathedral of San Petronio.
In each case, he made precise markings

on the cathedral floor showing where
sunlight should fall at each solar milestone. For example, the word solstice
means "Sun stands still," because it marks
when the Sun's noon angle stops rising in
summer or falling in winter. For Danti,
18
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this meant his spot of sunlight should also
stop advancing along the meridian line in
one direction, and then change direction
and move the other way.
The project faced plenty of challenges.
In some places, church architecture obstructed the Sun's path. Midway through
the project, Danti's Medici benefactor
died. Still, the dogged astronomer was
able to determine solstice and equinox
dates with excellent precision. His final
measure for the solar year was 365 days,
5 hours, 49 minutes, and 12 seconds

camera obscura - a pinhole camera.
Of course, the camera obscura was not
a new tool for astronomers. Aristotle advised that sunlight, passing through the
tiny gaps in a tree's leaves, would cast
images of the Sun on the ground during a solar eclipse. Nicolaus Copernicus
built a small camera obscura to study the

- only about half a minute off our
modern value. Danti's efforts also helped

offering a degree of detail and precision

to establish the Gregorian calendar,

which differs from the Julian calendar
by dropping three leap days for every
four centuries. Most of the world uses
the Gregorian calendar today. According to legend, Danti even demonstrated
his system to Pope Gregory in a Vatican
chapel in 1582. The story says that a
hole was bored through a priceless fresco
to allow rays of sunlight to illuminate a
medallion, signaling that year's spring
equinox.
This alone should have secured Danti
fame, yet his system did more. His circle

of light was not just a spot of sunshine
which moved to mark the seasons. It
also projected an image of the Sun large
enough to show some detail. This surprising result occurred due to the colossal

dimensions of the cathedral compared
with the tiny opening through which
the Sun's rays passed. At this scale, the
entire cathedral became a monumental

heavens, while Johannes Kepler coined
its name (which means "a darkened
room"). The sheer scale of Danti's cathedral obscuras - as large as modern
observatories - advanced this science,
never before achieved.

T

he

emergence of the telescope,
about 1610, did not render the cathedral obscura obsolete. Instead, it was
introduced into even more churches.
While the new telescopes magnified
celestial objects, Danti's giant projectors
enlarged the Sun even more than could
the telescopes of the time. And since the
Sun's image was projected onto the floor,
rather than through a lens, it was safe for
astronomers to look at quite closely. At
San Petronio, this was accomplished by

kneeling down on the marble floor.
Danti's system had its limitations,
though. To produce a sharp image, a
camera obscura's aperture must be small

(think pinhole), a fact that has to do with
the wavelength of sunlight itself. Even
at cathedral scale, an effective aperture
is still only about one inch in diameter.
This means that very little light can pass
through it, so stars, and even the Moon,

when Earth was closest to it in early

The Sun is so bright that the tiny

January (perihelion), than when Earth

aperture hardly matters. The solar image
cast on the church floor at San Petronio
produced an almost awe-inspiring spectacle: a miniature Sun moving through a
cosmos made of marble, underneath the
cathedral's grand dome (itself a meta-

was at its greatest distance in early July

(aphelion). Thus Cassini's cathedral ex-

The image was complete in every

periment confirmed Kepler's first law.
This work was carried out with little
scientific and theological arguments
over whether Earth orbited the Sun
or vice-versa. It may be that attitudes
were changing from only a few decades

detail. When the Sun was eclipsed, its

earlier, when Galileo Galilei got into

image was eclipsed as well. Throughout
the year, the Sun sailed through constellations engraved in the marble floor.
Occasionally, keen-eyed viewers could
spot imperfections appearing and disappearing on the tiny Sun. These were
sunspots, a then-controversial notion.
In 1655, Italian astronomer Giovanni
Cassini improved Danti's setup at San
Petronio. Cassini raised the light aperture to 90 feet above the church floor.

trouble with Rome for asserting that

phor for the sky).

Earth orbited the Sun. Or it could be
due to a growing willingness to view all
astronomical systems as hypothetical. In
any event, it certainly didn't hurt that

cathedral astronomy benefited both scientists and the Church, providing each
with the answers they sought to very

different problems.

C

accounted for the curvature of Earth's

athedral astronomy would continue
far into the telescopic age. In 1727,
a magnificent meridian system was in-

surface, laid into the floor.

stalled at St. Sulpice's Cathedral in Paris.

He also had a new meridian line, which

Cassini wanted to test Kepler's asser-

In 1801, Giuseppe Piazza was using

tion, published a few decades earlier,
that planets orbit the Sun in ellipses
rather than in circles. Called Kepler's

both a cathedral obscura and a tele-

first law of planetary motion, it better

explained the planets' observed speeds
and motions across the sky. Further, it
would mean that the planets, including
Earth, varied their distance from the Sun
throughout the year. If it were true, then
the Sun should appear just a bit larger to
us as Earth drew nearer to it, and a bit
smaller as Earth moved away.
The size difference would be extremely small. Cassini proposed to measure it
by turning the cathedral observatory at
San Petronio into a heliometer (a device
to measure the Sun's size). This would
be no mean feat, as the size of the solar

image cast on the church floor already
varied greatly due to the constantly
changing angle at which entering sun-

light struck the floor.
To reduce the importance of this
source of error, Cassini and the Jesuit astronomers assisting him took thousands
of measurements. By the experiment's

end, Cassini had determined that the
Sun appeared about three percent larger

Stil eavens ent

.

are challenging to view this way.

The camera obscura was astronomy's first image

maker and first magnifier. It ushered in a

simple but world-changing idea: Instead of view-

ing the heavens directly, create an image of the
heavens for easier study.

While telescope lenses (and later, mirrors)
have long since replaced the pinhole, the camera
obscura's old technology still has one advantage:
Pinholes are perfectly transparent to every wavelength of light. Glass and other materials used for
telescope lenses and mirrors tend to absorb light,
especially at shorter wavelengths like X-rays.
This gives the camera obscura surprising value to
modern astronomy.
From 1996 to 2008, an instrument called PIXIE
(Polar Ionospheric X-Ray Imaging Experiment)
aboard NASA's Polar spacecraft used an array of
pinhole cameras to study X-ray emissions from
Earth's aurorae. PIXIE's work helped to reveal
how sunlight hitting Earth's magnetic field produces dazzling light shows in the polar skies. N D

scope. He installed the camera obscura

at Sicily's Palermo Cathedral, but used
a telescope to discover the first asteroid,
Ceres. By the 19th century, cathedral
obscuras were being used to regulate
the clocks of European cities, and later,

railroads.
Tourists continue to visit the Cathedral of San Petronio to witness the sur-

real beauty of the Sun's midday image
tracing across the church's ornate floor.
Most are likely unaware, as they snap
photos with their smartphones, that
they are standing inside a kind of camera that has been tracking the Sun for
centuries. They might not know that
the date stamps on their photos are in
Gregorian time, which started here.

And all over the world, when children
make pinhole cameras to study the
Sun, they are really making models of
the great cathedrals where astronomers
confirmed how Earth orbits the Sun.

BOOK
The Sun in the Church: Cathedrals as Solar Observatories,
by J.L Helbron, 2009
INTERNET
Ir Praise of Meridian Lines

pvoftimobrien.com/20l4//2/in-praise-of-meridian-lines/
The Sun in the Church
catholiceducation.orgen/science/faith-and-science/the-sunif-the-church.html
ktronomy and the Search for Easter

b;ogs.rmg.co.uk/longitude/203/03/31/astronomy-and-theNick D'Alto is a freelance writer in New
York state and a frequent contributor to
StarDate.
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Meridian Line of the Paris Observatory
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Global Ocean, Global Disruption
Cassini finds evidence of more water, violent collisionaround Saturn
from the south pole of
a moon
of
Enceladus,
and ice
of water
global
by
a
be
fed
may
Saturn,
ocean of liquid water, not a
smaller sea as researchers
had earlier suggested. That
would make Enceladus the
fifth known moon of a giant
outer planet with a likely
ocean beneath its icy crust.
Scientists used photographs
snapped by the Cassini
spacecraft to measure a
slight wobble in the moon's
rotation. The size of the
that
indicated
wobble
Enceladus could not be a solid
body. Instead, the researchers
concluded that an ocean of
liquid water must lie between
the moon's icy crust and its
solid interior.
Cassini discovered the jets
of water squirting from deep
chasms at the south pole of
Enceladus in 2005. Planetary
scientists initially concluded
that the jets were fed by a
relatively small "sea" deep
below the surface.
Earlier this year, Cassini
that
reported
scientists
hydrothermal vents probably
dot the bottom of that sea.
They shoot mineral-rich
water from beneath the sea
floor through a probable
layer of methane ice and into
the water. That discovery
confirms that Enceladus has
the key ingredients for Earth-

oo

Geysers

like life,

including

liquid

water, an energy source,
and the right chemistry to
support life.
Enceladus joins Saturn's
largest moon, Titan, on the
20
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list of satellites with likely
subsurface oceans, along
with Jupiter's moons Europa,
Callisto, and Ganymede.
A separate study reported
that Saturn's F ring, a narrow
band beyond the planet's
main rings, probably formed
as the result of a collision
between two small moons
during the final stages of ring
formation.
2015

Researchers from Japan's
used
University
Kobe
simulations to
computer
determine that a collision
between two moons with
dense, solid cores could have
blasted away their outer
layers but left the cores intact.
The surviving cores spiraled
into separate orbits, with
much of the debris from their
violent collision settling into

orbit between them.
Today, the F ring is flanked
by the moons Prometheus and
Pandora, the likely survivors
of the impact event. Their
gravity stirs up material in the
F ring, creating ripples and
streamers that last for days or
longer. Yet their gravity also
shepherds the material in
the F ring, preventing it from
DB
escaping into space.

Galactic Collision Stirs Up New Stars
It is about 9.8 billion light-years away, and

A pile-up
galaxy

at
the center
a massive
is forging
newof stars
at an
astonishing rate, according to observations
made with Hubble Space
Telescope.
The
galaxy

appears to be spawning an
average of 800 new stars per
year
hundreds of times
greater than the rate of
starbirth in our home galaxy.
the Milky Way.
The galaxy is part of a
cluster known as SpARCS

1049+56.

The

cluster

consists of at least 27
galaxies, and has a total mass
that is several hundred times
greater than the Milky Way's.

appears in the constellation Ursa Major,
quite close to the star at the lower right
corner of the Big Dipper.
The cluster was discovered
with telescopes on the
ground and in space. Followup observations with HST
revealed that a smaller
galaxy has merged with a
giant galaxy at the cluster's
center. Collisions between
clouds of gas and dust in the
z
A combined vis ible and
two galaxies cause the clouds
infrared vie w sh ows the
to collapse and give birth
to new stars. The rate of
galaxy cluster, with a
brilliant burSt o f starbirth
starbirth is one of the highest
at its center
seen in any galaxy.

Blazing aPat
spacecraft
Pathfinder, a
esigned to test the technology
for capturing the faint whisper of
gravitational waves, is scheduled for
launch in late November. Its payload

ISA

will consist of two small cubes of
gold and platinum sealed inside
vacuum chambers roughly 15 inches
(38 mm) apart. The cubes, known

as test masses, will float freely inside
their enclosures. A laser system will
measure the motions of those masses,

telling scientists how they are affected
by the motion of the satellite itself and
other factors.
The European mission is a precursor

to eLISA, a highly complex project
designed to look for gravitational
waves. According to Albert Einstein's

theory

of

general

relativity,

the

waves are produced by the motions

of astronomical bodies. They are so
tiny, however, that they have not yet
been seen. (Upgraded detectors on the
ground are returning to service late
this year. They are designed to detect

the ripples caused by merging black
holes, exploding stars, and other events
involving massive compact objects.)
LISA Pathfinder will be launched
into orbit around a Lagrange point,
a region of space roughly one million
miles from Earth, where the gravity of
Earth, Moon, and Sun are balanced.

It will test tiny thrusters and other
mechanisms designed to allow it to
maintain its position in space without
disturbing the test masses.
If the mission is successful, its
techniques could be applied to eLISA,
which would use larger test masses
aboard two separate spacecraft.
Passing gravitational waves would
cause tiny changes in the distance
between the two craft. Accurate
measurements of the separation
between the craft, made with sensitive
lasers, would then reveal the waves.
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Dwarf Planet Round-up
Dawn provides detailed maps of Ceres while New Horizons
sends back more Pluto views, looks to next target

T

of
a flood
wo spacecraftonaretheproviding
information
two most
famous
dwarf planets, Ceres in the asteroid belt and
Pluto in the Kuiper Belt.
Dawn has mapped Ceres multiple times,
and continues to do so from successively
lower orbits. In September and October,
the mapping also will help refine Dawn's
measurements of Ceres' gravity field to
prepare to enter its lowest and final orbit,

at an altitude of 230 miles (375 km). Dawn
should head toward its final orbit in late
October.
Dawn has shown that Ceres has a varied
topography, including a conical mountain
four miles (6 km) high and plenty of impact
craters. Mission scientists say the craters'
width and depth indicate Ceres probably has
an ice-rich crust.

New Horizons flew by Pluto in mid-July,

7
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and will continue to send back images for
several months. A recent panorama shows
Pluto backlit by the Sun, revealing icy
mountains, streams of frozen nitrogen, and
a dozen layers of haze rising 60 miles (100
km) above the surface.
"This image really makes you feel like you
are there, at Pluto, surveying the landscape
for yourself," said mission chief Alan
Stern. "But this image is also a scientific
bonanza, revealing new details about Pluto's
atmosphere, mountains, glaciers, and plains."
The hazes "hint at the weather changing
from day to day on Pluto, just like it does
here on Earth," said team member Will
Grundy of Lowell Observatory.
This image and others show that Pluto
probably has a cycle similar to Earth's water
cycle, but involving frozen nitrogen and
other ices instead, the science team said.
New Horizons has the fuel, power, and
communications capability for a second
encounter, should NASA approve an
extended mission next year. The chosen
target is a small Kuiper Belt object (KBO)
called 2014 MU69, a billion miles beyond
Pluto. At just about 30 miles (45 km) wide,
it's about one percent Pluto's size, and oneten thousandth its mass. The new target is
thought to be one of the building blocks of
larger KBOs like Pluto.
RJ
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